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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My main responsibility working with the GTS SS Collaborations Team was the creation of collaboration solutions, solving people’s problems using the technologies available to us. This could be something as simple as setting up a new email account or as complex as overhauling an administrative process, like the Business Continuity Plan project, which was my primary focus during my internship. However, I also performed various administrative tasks during my internship outside of this main project:Working closely with my manager Reggie Cooley, I helped to organize a series of live training sessions on our collaboration tools for our end users, hosted by the creators of the software.Working with teammate Joe Schmitz, I created a usage report on a piece of software and contacted the owners of unused accounts in order to recover paid licenses and reduce overhead cost to users.Under my mentor Amanda Greenway’s direction, I created a system to automatically back-up and archive data over a certain age on a monthly basis, based on criteria specified by the data’s owners.I was also tasked with writing internal social media posts to our users detailing software updates, new features, and expected changes to our collaboration tools.



Project Background: Where We Started

Business Continuity Plan (BCP): What a business does when 
it cannot open normally
Events that can trigger the BCP:

• Weather events

• Pandemics or outbreaks

• Facilities maintenance or damage
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Presentation Notes
A Business Continuity Plan(BCP) is the series of steps that are taken when a business cannot operate normally, and employees are required to work from alternate locations. The plan goes into effect when there is an event such as inclement weather, facilities maintenance, local/global unrest, an outbreak or pandemic, etc. It details how employees and managers are notified of the situation and what actions need to be taken, both immediately and in the future. Managers are expected to contact their employees and contractors for a daily check-in during the event, so employees must be sure that their contact information is up to date.



The Problem

o Current process is very human-intensive:
• Can slow down critical response
• Harder to keep records and gather metrics
• New employees and contractors may be missed
• Contact information not up to date
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Presentation Notes
The current implementation of the Business Continuity Plan is completely manual and human-intensive, with email notifications being sent individually to team leaders at the start of a BCP event and managers being responsible for contacting individual employees. Contact information is voluntarily collected and is time-consuming to update, even when nothing needs to be changed. These manual actions take time and rely on individuals who have many other responsibilities, but BCP events can be very time-critical and require a rapid response in most cases. There is also no system in place to keep track of metrics such as check-in status and team response, as well as information from previous BCP events. Currently all record-keeping for audit and testing purposes is done manually. 



Solution: In Development
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Working closely with Bernice Bond and my mentor Amanda Greenway, the solution in development will solve the issue of unnecessary slowdowns by automating most of the BCP process. To start a BCP event, a form containing information regarding BCP event type, starting phase, location, and scope is filled out by Bernice or her team. Individual employees will be notified of new BCP events almost instantaneously via email based on their work location and the type of event and be prompted to update their contact information using a newly developed contact information form. This system will also notify staff of updates to the BCP event and conclusions. Every day, staff members will receive another automated email for their daily check-in, and metrics are recorded to ensure audit capability. This automated solution takes the pressure off managers to handle daily check-ins, automatically forms a digital paper trail of useful information, creates a database of updated contact information synced to the cloud, and removes the slow-down at the start of a BCP event caused by sending notification emails.



Finished Product
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Presentation Notes
While the BCP project is still in development, here is what the contact update form may look like, as well as a sneak peek into the back-end automation being used to scrub information from the old contact list and insert it into the new, updated list.
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I would like to acknowledge the work that everyone on my team has done to support me throughout my internship, as well as the UCO staff and interns (Emily and Yonas) who organized this event and several development workshops and opportunities throughout my time here. I also wanted to thank my internship buddy program buddies who gave me so much good advice and information, as well as my fellow interns for the fun conversations and great perspectives.



Thank you
Contact: Mason Rowland | email: internships@rti.org
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